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QUESTION 1

Out of all the available settings for the location of the workspace, which of the following is the MOST OPTIMAL setting
for performance when processing small transactions such as MQ messages? 

A. Workspace = File 

B. Workspace = Page 

C. Workspace = Burst 

D. Workspace = Memory 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

One way to modify a type tree in order to increase performance is to: 

A. reduce the number of categories whenever necessary. 

B. reduce the length of the names of groups and elements. 

C. eliminate the specification of groups when not necessary. 

D. join referenced text fields and then use the Substring map function. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An application developer is creating a map to produce a report which will include literal text concatenated with a numeric
item named TotalCount. Which map rule should the developer use to produce the following line of their report if
TotalCount = 2541? The totals are 2,541! 

A. ="The totals are " + NUMBERTOTEXT (TotalCount) + "!" 

B. ="The totals are " + FROMNUMBER (TotalCount, "{#\\',\\'###}") + "!" 

C. ="The totals are " + NUMBERTOTEXT (TotalCount, "{#\\',\\'###}") + "!" 

D. ="The totals are " + CONVERTTOTEXT (TotalCount, "{#\\',\\'###}") + "!" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4



A database table is depicted here: 

Which of the following functions COULD be used to return only the text string that is found in the Part_Description
column of the database? 

A. Either DBLOOKUP or DBQUERY 

B. DBQUERY 

C. DDEQUERY 

D. DBLOOKUP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the BEST method to create a backup of bad input data? 

A. Use a REJECT function. 

B. Map errors to an output card. 

C. Enable backup OnError in the map settings. 

D. Enable backup OnError on each card needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A map is being developed to process input data that contains invoices and purchase orders. The first five records of the
data are provided here: 

The characters INV in the second field identify the record as an invoice. 



The characters PO from the second field identify the record as a purchase order. The application requires only
processing purchase orders. Which function can be used in the functional map call to process only the purchase
orders? 

A. UNIQUE 

B. LOOKUP 

C. CHOOSE 

D. EXTRACT 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

One way to modify a type tree to increase performance is to: A. map the unused elements that are not used to =NONE. 

B. change the numeric type elements to alphanumeric type elements. 

C. move the unused elements into a reserved category called \\'NonUsed\\'. 

D. combine any contiguous elements that will not be mapped into a large blob. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is an effect of adding a Restart attribute to an input type tree? 

A. The map attempts to reprocess invalid data. 

B. The map automatically resets after a map failure. 

C. Data validation stops if there are unrecognized objects. 

D. Data validation continues, even if there are unrecognized objects. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What must the application developer do before a map will run on an operating system other than Windows? 

A. Rename the file extension for the compiled map to .mmc. 

B. Change all of the component\\'s character sets to NATIVE. 

C. Build the map using the "Build for Specific Platform" command. 

D. Translate all literal values into the target platform\\'s character set. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two of the following statements are TRUE of syntax items? Syntax items: 

A. are limited to 10 bytes. 

B. can only be defined as character data. 

C. can be defined as character or binary data. 

D. are used as separators between portions of data. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The Analyze Tree results contain the message: L201 ?Different data objects of COMPONENT 1 are not distinguishable
in TYPE \\'File Data\\' (warning) What action does an application developer need to take? 

A. Add delimiters to the File group. 

B. Add a Terminator to the File group. 

C. Write a map designed to help you identify the bad data. 

D. Define component 1 of File differently, or more specifically. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

When a map target is an XML document, which of the following is always TRUE? 

A. When mapping into a Xerces type tree, the schema must be present at run time. 

B. When mapping into a Xerces type tree, the root element of the schema will be the first component of the Global
choice group. 

C. When mapping into a native XML schema, empty elements will be created for elements with minOccurs=0 when the
rule evaluates to NONE. 

D. When mapping into a native XML schema, namespace references used in the schema will be automatically created
in the output instance document. 



Correct Answer: D 
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